Did you get any pleasure at Women Deliver?

We have sex to feel pleasure, so why is pleasure ignored in the public health world? We are ‘pleasure propagandists’: we talk about pleasure-based messaging in sexuality education & sexual rights programs.

---

Sex and the SDGs: delivering pleasure for protection + Launch of Global Mapping of Pleasure

Thursday 19 May, 16:30–18:30
Room B5 M2+4 (in the Bella Center)

Join us for a fun and informal showcase of new resources that map the global community who promote pleasure in the public health world. Session includes a naughty drink.

---

Putting the Sexy into SRHR
Tuesday 17 May, 13:30 – 14:30
Youth Zone

---

The Politics of Pleasure, Sexuality, and Human Rights
Tuesday 17 May, 13:30 – 14:30
Room C1-M2

---

Putting the Sexy into SRHR
Wednesday 18 May, 12:00 – 12:45
The Holland House

#PleasureMatters
@thepleasureproj